
Membership Benefits

Benefit and be part of the industry’s trade association which has published educational and promotional material 
relating to the generic material of Magnesium oxide based boards. 

Your company will be invited to bi-monthly meetings with like- minded distributors to help shape the future of MGO
boards in the market and ensure best practices. Key decision makers from companies involved in MOBBTA hold a
market share currently around 80% of boards sold into the UK and Irish market. At the time of writing the MgO 
based building board industry is facing a challenging period and as MOBBTA we seek to continue meetings with 
key industry stakeholders such as:
  

• BBA 

• NHBC 

• Premier Guarantee / LABC

Along with connections with other like -minded bodies around the world such as MOCCA.
  
As part of the trade association we have appointed an independent engineer for use with bespoke projects. 
Through a relatively high expense MOBBTA have been able to deploy its engineer to head up bodies of academic
work and testing in order to draw strong comparison between member’s products compared with boards viewed 
in a much lower quality as supplied to other countries. Such bodies of work have enabled us to show consistent 
performance superiority compared with lower quality boards. 

A collective approach to such work we feel is viewed in a higher regard to that of a silo businesses that do not 
have a harmonious opinion in instructing and completing this kind of work.

As MOBBTA technically approved member your business will benefit from a collective marketing campaign 
capability for all members to be a part of. 

Your company can be included in technical papers issued to key market stakeholders with the aim to ensure best 
practice and appropriate uses of MgO based boards. 

MOBBTA technical approval 

The opportunity to undertake a compliance assessment to the UK construction industry’s only testing and quality 
checking criteria as complied and agreed by the trade association. Proven compliance with these testing and 
quality standards enable full use of MOBBTA logo including board markings which is compulsory for all technically
approved members. 

Independent body of work by an institute of further learning

This is a proposed 12 month research program and will include industry stakeholders including: BBA, Kiwa, STA 
and MDIS. This will provide opportunity for stakeholders to better understand the scope of the project and to 
provide input. The purpose of the project is to better understand the performance of the boards and to develop a 
test to determine their suitability. The findings of the project will be made publicly available and as part of 
MOBBTA your company will enjoy the cost advantage of carrying out this task as part of a trade association rather
than an individual business.  
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